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0 comments . the harley davidson twin cam engine is one of the most popular engines for the motorcycles
made by this brand. coming in two different models of v-twin engine, 88 and 88b, the twin cam was initially
releasedThe harley-davidson twin cam engines are motorcycle engines made by harley-davidson since 1998.
although these engines differed significantly from the evolution engine, which in turn was derived from the
series of single camshaft, overhead valve motors that were first released in 1936, they share a number of
characteristics with nearly all previous harley-davidson engines.If you ride a harley or would like to someday,
knowing a thing or two about the evolution of the company’s iconic v-twin engines is pretty important. you’ll
need that knowledge to help you maintain your street cred, or at least keep you from needing to lip-sync the
song tequila in a biker bar.Harley-davidson v-twin motor history. click on engine thumbnail for larger
pictureRepairable salvage harley davidson motorcycles for sale we specialize in easy repairable salvage
motorcycles and offer the largest inventory of deep discounted harleys.Wear test comparison – amsoil vs.
harley screamin’ eagle syn3 the introduction of screamin’ eagle® synthetic lubricant by harley-davidson®
indicates the motor company has finally recognized the benefits of running synthetic motorcycle oil in their
air-cooled engines.The harley-davidson motor company was six years old when it introduced its first v-twin in
1909. it produced 7 horsepower with a displacement of 49.5 cubic inches.
Harley davidson softail: general information and recommended maintenance schedule. the softail is a longtime
staple in the moco lineup for many reasons.Feuling tech memo : feuling® twin cam® engine tech memo. the
tc-88 and tc-88b engines have a small, die cast, crank-speed gerotor style oil pump that utilizes a spring
washer to preload the pump gears against the cam support plate and pump housing.Synthetic oil for
harley-davidson motorcycle’s is probably one of the most debated subjects you will find on any message
board or in any harley magazine.S&s complete assembled v124 engines for 1984-1999 big twins. s&s v124
engines are designed to replace stock harley-davidson® evolution® big twin engines in 1984-’99
chassis.Harley-davidsontwin cam 88, 95, 96, 103 and 110 cid engines horsepower gallery : performance and
technical information on engines for harley-davidson motorcycles.Formula one f1 scale models. plastic model
kits, diecast kits. formula one hobby gifts.
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